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Abstract
We present LARNet, a novel end-to-end approach for generating human action videos.
A joint generative modeling of appearance and dynamics to synthesize a video is very
challenging and therefore recent works in video synthesis have proposed to decompose
these two factors. However, these methods require a driving video to model the video dynamics. In this work, we propose a generative approach instead, which explicitly learns
action dynamics in latent space avoiding the need of a driving video during inference.
The generated action dynamics is integrated with the appearance using a recurrent hierarchical structure which induces motion at different scales to focus on both coarse as
well as fine level action details. In addition, we propose a novel mix-adversarial loss
function which aims at improving the temporal coherency of synthesized videos. We
evaluate the proposed approach on four real-world human action datasets demonstrating
the effectiveness of the proposed approach in generating human actions. Code available
at https://github.com/aayushjr/larnet.
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Introduction

Video generation is a challenging problem with a lot of applications in robotics [18, 33],
augmented reality [64, 65], data augmentation [4, 22, 50, 74], and action imitation [1, 13,
37, 39, 55, 60, 62]. It has different variations, such as video prediction [28, 31, 71], video
synthesis [64, 65], video interpolation [42, 54], and super-resolution [14, 27, 38]. In this
work, we focus on generating human actions conditioned on image of an actor and a target
action. A generative approach can be used to predict the future frames in a video, but the
problem of predicting future frames from a single input image is ill-posed. Given an input
frame, a generated video can have a different sequence of future frames depending on the
variation in the performed action. A use of stochastic noise can address this limitation [30,
44, 45, 60, 66], but a joint generative modeling of appearance and motion for video synthesis
is very challenging (Figure 1(a)).
c 2021. The copyright of this document resides with its authors.
It may be distributed unchanged freely in print or electronic forms.
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Figure 1: Overview of different approaches for video synthesis. (a) joint generative modeling [30, 44,
45, 60, 66], (b) implicit disentanglement of content and motion [41, 55, 58, 67], (c) motion transfer
from a driving video [7, 25, 41], and (d) proposed approach, explicit disentanglement of content and
motion without requiring any driving video during inference.

To address this, the existing approaches utilize a decomposition of appearance and motion [34, 41, 55, 58, 67] (Figure 1(b)). This enables the model to independently learn the
variations in the performed action and helps in video synthesis. With a similar motivation,
there are approaches explicitly using a prior motion which avoids the need of motion modelling and simplifying the complexity of video synthesis (Figure 1(c)). This approach has
been found very effective for video synthesis by motion transfer [7, 25, 41].
We want to benefit from both these approaches (Figure 1 (b) and (c)) for conditional
human action synthesis. However, each of these come with their own limitations. In the first
approach, the decomposition of appearance and motion is not explicit as the only supervision
comes from the generated video which limits the potential of this disentanglement. And in
the second approach, the explicit use of motion information requires a synchronized driving
video during inference which also restricts the motion generating capability of the model.
We propose LARNet, a generative framework which attempts to benefit from both these
approaches and simultaneously overcome the above two limitations. LARNet explicitly
models the action dynamics in latent space by approximating it to motion from real action videos. This enables effective decomposition of appearance and motion while avoiding
the need of any driving video during inference (Figure 1(d)). The disentangled appearance
and motion features needs to be integrated effectively for video synthesis. LARNet utilizes
a recurrent hierarchical structure for this integration focusing at different scales for capturing both coarse as well fine-level action details. The proposed method is trained end-to-end
in an adversarial framework, optimizing multiple objectives. We make the following novel
contributions in this work,
1. We propose a generative approach for human action synthesis that leverages the decomposition of content and motion by explicit modeling of action dynamics.
2. We propose a hierarchical recurrent motion integration approach which operates at
multiple scales focusing on both coarse level and fine level details.
3. We propose mix-adversarial loss, a novel objective function for video synthesis which
aims at improving the temporal coherency in the synthesized videos.
We validate our approach on several real-world human action datasets, showing its effectiveness in generating human action videos.
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Related Work

Video Prediction Video prediction task predicts future frames by conditioning on the input frame(s)[20, 28, 30, 69, 71]. Using future frames as ground-truth leads to conditioned
supervised learning approach which gives better results in contrast to unconditional video
generation [8, 18, 28, 39]. GAN based approaches often relies on a sequence of input frames
as priors to reduce ambiguity [15, 19, 62, 71]. Our approach uses only the first input frame
and action class name as prior for the prediction task similar to [28, 60].
Video Synthesis Although GANs have been successful in image synthesis task [5, 11, 32,
63, 72], synthesizing a high resolution realistic video is still challenging due to the temporal complexity and resource requirements [13, 44, 55, 60, 61]. GANs use RNN architectures [36, 55], progressive generative models [14, 17, 35] or decoupled two-stream approach [53, 60] to address this. Unconditional video GANs rely on various forms to improve
on spatio-temporal consistency such as random noise input [13, 55], two-stream learning
[55, 60], multi-scale approach [44] and increasing computing power [13]. In contrast, conditional video synthesis task is able to generate higher quality videos and easily learn the data
distribution. Conditional GANs have many variants that use text [2, 36], speech [10, 40, 75],
class label [13, 55, 67], pose information [34, 62, 70], semantics [64, 65], the entire video
[4, 46, 49, 61] or only first frame [29, 60]. Our approach uses first frame and class label
embedding for conditioning and is evaluated against prior approaches [51, 55, 60, 66, 67].
Motion Transfer Video generation using conditional GANs is also done using additional
motion or pose information from image sequences [7, 25, 41]. [41] uses optical flow and synthesizes realistic images. [7, 70] use pose information for motion transfer between videos.
Extracting this motion can be a limitation for these approaches. Our method instead uses a
generative approach where the motion can be synthesized instead of using a driving video.

3

Approach

Given an input image x0 of an actor and an action class ya , our goal is to predict a video v with
T frames x1 , x2 , ..., xT depicting how the action will be performed. To solve this, we propose
LARNet consisting of two main parts; 1) action dynamics module, and 2) video synthesis
module (Figure 2). The action dynamics module generates latent action representation em
and the video synthesis module synthesizes the action video v by integrating the appearance
and generated motion features.

3.1

Action Dynamics Module

It has been shown that decoupling appearance and motion component of a video provides
more flexibility and improves overall quality for video synthesis [26, 55, 67]. Motivated by
this, we propose to model the action dynamics as a latent representation conditioned on the
action, independent of the appearance, by using a motion generator Gm , which utilizes the
action class label ya to estimate the latent action representation em .
Generating action dynamics merely based on a class label can be challenging. Therefore
we develop a generative approach where we propose to approximate the generated action
representation em to motion features êm extracted from a real action video v̂. We use a 3D
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Figure 2: Overview of the proposed framework. Given an actor image x0 , action class ya , position
encoding pe , and noise z, the network generates corresponding action video v. The motion generator
Gm generates action representation em in latent space in the action dynamics module. Next, the motion integrator MI recurrently integrates em with the appearance ea in a latent space to produce video
features ev which is used to synthesize the action video v. The complete network is trained end-to-end
with the help of multiple objective functions.

convolution based network Ev to extract motion features from a video [6]. To account for
the temporal as well as action dynamics variations, we provide a position encoding pe and
stochastic noise z ∼ N (0, 1) to Gm . For position encoding pe , we use the relative position
of the starting frame of the action video v̂ which is computed as a ratio of the frame position
to the total number of frames in the video. The position encoding makes the learned action
representation aware of the temporal variation in the action.
We use action semantics instead of a 1-hot encoding where the action name is converted
to word embeddings ae = Ew with the help of GloVe-300 representation [43]. The semantic
encodings perform slightly better than 1-hot and enable the model to also synthesize novel
actions. The motion generator Gm is a 3D convolution based network which takes the semantic embeddings ae , position encoding pe and stochastic noise z as input and generates
latent action representation em = Gm (ae , pe , z).

3.2

Video Synthesis Module

The video synthesis module consists of two components; 1) motion integrator, and 2) video
decoder. The generated action representation em is integrated with the appearance prior ea
in a latent space to produce video features ev using a motion integrator MI . We propose a
recurrent approach which utilizes the generated action representation em and transforms the
appearance ea one step at a time according to the learned action. The motion integration module MI has a recurrent structure based on convolutional Gated Recurrent Unit (Conv-GRU)
[3], which takes the encoded prior ea as input along with the generated action representation
em and predicts integrated video features ev . Formally, ev = MI (Ea (x0 ), Gm (ae , pe , z)) where,
x0 is the actor image and Ea is the image encoder where we use a 2D conv network [52].
The motion integrator takes the appearance latent representation et−1
at each time step
a
and transforms it to eta using the latent action representation. First the foreground f t and
background bt is separated based on the appearance eta and action features etm using learnt
able 2D kernels W f and Wb respectively, bt = σ (Wb ∗ < et−1
a , em >. Then the background
features btf are extracted based on prior latent appearance et−1
.
The foreground features f tf
a
t
are transformed using action kernels Wa and action features em . Both foreground and background features are combined to get the generated video features etv for time step t, given as
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etv = (bt

t
et−1
a ) + (1 − b )

t
[tanh(Wa ∗ < etm , (σ (W f ∗ < et−1
a , em >))

et−1
a >)].
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(1)

Lastly, the generated video features at each time step are combined together to form integrated video features ev and video is generated via a video decoder Gv . The integrated latent
video features ev are used to generate a video v where the actor present in the image prior x0
performs the target action ya . Formally this can be described as,
v = Gv (MI (Ea (x0 ), Gm (ae , pe , z))).

(2)

where the generated latent action representation em = Gm (ae , pe , z) is integrated with the
latent appearance ea = Ea (x0 ) to generate the required video v with the help of a video
decoder Gv which is a 3D convolution based network.
Hierarchical Motion Integration To improve on fine action details lost during action encoding, we propose to integrate the motion with appearance at multiple scales using a hierarchical motion integrator, generating coarse to fine features accordingly. In each level,
the motion integrator MI takes the latent appearance features ea and action representation
em along with generated video features from previous level and generates video features ev
which are then passed to a video decoder to generate higher resolution features. Similarly,
the action generator Gm is trained to generate action features at multiple resolutions.

3.3

Training Objective

m and adversarial loss Lm to learn a latent action repWe use mean squared error loss Lmse
adv
resentation. We use a 3D convolution based discriminator Dm to differentiate between the
generated representation em = Gm (ae , pe , z) and the motion representation êm = Ev (v̂) exm is determined using a Wasserstein
tracted from a real video. The adversarial objective Ladv
loss formulation with a gradient norm penalty [21] for a stable network training.
m
Ladv
= E [Dm (x)] − E [Dm (e
x)] + λ E [(||∇x̂ Dm (x̂)||2 − 1)2 ].
x∼Pg

xe∼Pr

(3)

x̂∼Px̂

Here Pg represents generated representation, Pr represents extracted representations, and Px̂
represents sampling along straight lines between pairs of points sampled from Pg and Pr . λ
is the penalty coefficient which we set to 10 according to [21].
Mix-adversarial Loss Differentiating between real and generated videos for a discriminator is often easier during initial stages and gradually gets harder as training progresses,
which also causes generator saturation. We propose a remix strategy where the generated
and real videos are fused together by a video remix module Md which stochastically remixes
their frames. This mix-video vm is used as fake instead of the generated video for adversarial
learning. The key idea is to introduce temporal inconsistency in the generated video, which
improves discriminator performance and also forces the generator to synthesize a temporally
v
coherent video. The loss objective Lmadv
for mix-adversarial learning is,
v
Lmadv
=

E

x∼Pg ,e
x∼Pr

[Dv (Mix(x, xe))] − E [Dv (e
x)] + λ E [(||∇x̂ Dv (x̂)||2 − 1)2 ]
xe∼Pr

(4)

x̂∼Px̂

Here Mix() represents frame mixing of generated and real videos, Pg and Pr represents
distribution of generated and real videos respectively, Px̂ represents sampling along straight
lines between pairs of points sampled from Pg and Pr , and λ is the penalty coefficient.
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Method
VGAN [60]
MoCoGAN [55]
G3AN [67]
Monkey-Net [51]
Imaginator [66]
LARNet† (Ours)
LARNet†† (Ours)
LARNet (Ours)

Driving Video

X
X
X

PSNR ↑
15.8
26.1
28.1
28.4
28.4

SSIM ↑
0.74
0.93
0.94
0.94
0.94

FID ↓
181.29
229.26
183.08
215.23
157.31
166.34
171.34
164.53

FVD ↓
15.36
16.37
17.13
22.61
15.90
13.45
13.60
12.91

Table 1: Comparison with existing conditional video synthesis methods on the NTU-RGB+D dataset.
† and †† uses motion from a driving video where †† uses a driving video instead of generated action
during inference while † is trained using a driving video without action dynamics module.

We use MSE loss Lmse between generated and real videos to push generator to create
realistic videos and a perceptual loss L p to improve the its perceptual quality [27]. The
proposed framework is trained end-to-end and the overall training objective is,
m
m
v
L = λ1 Lmse
+ λ2 Ladv
+ λ3 Lmse + λ4 Lmadv
+ λ5 L p ,

(5)

where λ1 , λ2 , λ3 , λ4 , and λ5 are weights which are determined experimentally.

4

Experiments

We demonstrate the effectiveness of the proposed approach and highlight the benefits of its
main components (action representation learning, hierarchical motion integrator, and mixadversarial loss) via quantitative and qualitative evaluation.
We experimented with four real-world human action datasets including NTU-RGB+D
[48], Penn Action [73] , KTH [47] and UTD-MHAD [9] with a resolution of 112x112.
Evaluation Metrics We evaluate the quality of the generated videos using frame level
Structural Similarity Index Measure (SSIM) [68] and Peak Signal to Noise Ratio (PSNR)
[24] against the ground-truth video. Apart from these, we also evaluate the realism of the
generated videos using video level FVD [56, 57], frame level FID [23] scores.
Baselines Our first baseline, BaseNet-1, does not use action dynamics module and the
proposed motion integrator. It directly uses the action class instead and performs a joint
content and motion learning (Figure 1 (a)). A second baseline, BaseNet-2, utilizes the action dynamics module without any explicit supervision (Figure 1 (b)). Our third baseline,
LARNet-Base, uses a supervision on generated action representation (Figure 1 (d)).

4.1

Evaluation on Human Actions

We further evaluate LARNet on four different real-world human action datasets. The computed PSNR, SSIM, FID, and FVD scores are shown in Table 1 and 2. The generated videos
on four different action datasets using LARNet are shown in Figure 3. We observe that the
generated videos capture the action dynamics for a wide range of human actions. This is
true even for those actions where only a slight movement of arms is involved, such as ‘hand
waving’ and ‘eating’. We also observe that the quality of the generated action videos is
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Method
G3AN [67]
Imaginator [66]
LARNet (Ours)
G3AN [67]
Imaginator [66]
LARNet (Ours)
G3AN [67]
Imaginator [66]
LARNet (Ours)

Dataset
Penn
Penn
Penn
UTD
UTD
UTD
KTH
KTH
KTH

PSNR ↑
19.3
23.6
28.3
29.7
25.1
26.6

SSIM ↑
0.69
0.80
0.93
0.94
0.82
0.87

FID ↓
63.1
64.8
52.1
87.6
92.3
77.1
173.7
127.6
104.3
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FVD ↓
24.24
13.88
8.45
17.8
19.3
16.2
24.1
15.5
15.3

Table 2: Comparison with existing conditional video synthesis methods.

Figure 3: Generated action videos on four different datasets using LARNet including NTU-RGB+D
(row 1), UTD (row 2), Penn Action (row 3), and KTH (row 4).

Figure 4: Generated results compared with VGAN [60], MoCoGAN [55] , G3AN [67], and Imaginator [66] on NTU-RGB+D dataset.

much better for UTD when compared with other datasets such as NTU-RGB+D. This can
be explained by the complex scene structure and lot of action variations in NTU-RGB+D
dataset. Next, we compare the quantitative and qualitative performance of LARNet with existing conditional video synthesis methods, including VGAN [60], MoCoGAN [55], G3AN
[67], and Imaginator [66].
Quantitative Comparison We first compare the performance on NTU-RGB+D dataset,
which is one of the largest human action dataset, in Table 1. Our method outperforms all
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Figure 5: Variation of frame quality in the generated videos with time.
the other approaches in terms of PSNR, SSIM, and FVD scores. We observe that Imaginator
[66] has a slightly better performance in terms of FID score which could be due to the use of
frame level adversarial loss. However, it is important to note that FID only measures frame
level quality whereas FVD is more focused on video dynamics. LARNet outperforms other
methods in terms of FVD score.
Next, we compare the performance on small scale datasets including Penn Action, UTDMHAD and KTH to evaluate the generalization capability of LARNet. We compare with
G3AN [67] and Imaginator [66] in Table 2. Even on small sized datasets LARNet consistently outperforms these two methods on all four metrics.
The proposed method generates 16 consecutive frames at a time. In the qualitative results, we observe that the visual quality of frames degrade over time as the action is being
generated. To analyze this further, we compare the quality of generated frames independently at each time-step with Imaginator and our baseline model. We utilize PSNR and
SSIM scores for this comparison and it is shown in Figure 5. We observe that as we move
temporally, the quality degrades for all models but with LARNet the quality is preserved
much better than Imaginator which is mainly accredited to the hierarchical motion integrator
which helps in preserving the fine level details.
Qualitative Comparison In Figure 4, we show some generated videos for comparison
with the existing methods. We observe that LARNet not only can keep better content information than other methods, but also captures the video dynamics for a wide range of
actions. Although the other methods are able to generate a good background, they are not
able to capture the fine level action details (such as motion of hands). These results show that
LARNet can consistently generate the background content of still objects while synthesizing
reasonable action dynamics, which clearly outperforms other methods.

4.2

Ablation Study

We perform several ablation experiments to analyze the effectiveness of various components
and loss functions in our approach. While the main experiments are done at 112x112 resolution, all the ablations are performed on NTU-RGB+D dataset at a resolution of 56x56.
Effectiveness of Explicit Action Representation To evaluate the effectiveness of explicit action representation, we first train the proposed method without any motion generator (BaseNet-1). Next, we add the motion generator, but without any explicit supervision
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Approach
BaseNet-1
BaseNet-2
LARNet-Base
LARNet-MI-1
LARNet-MI-3

PSNR ↑
26.1
25.2
26.41
26.83
27.25

SSIM ↑
0.919
0.912
0.921
0.927
0.931

FID ↓
67.1
65.3
66.5
64.9
63.5

FVD ↓
14.18
14.21
14.15
14.11
14.02

27.23
27.32
27.39

0.933
0.937
0.939

63.1
62.8
62.2

13.89
13.86
13.71

v ]
LARNet-MI-3 + [Ladv
v , Lm ]
LARNet-MI-3 + [Ladv
adv
v
m ]
LARNet-MI-3 + [Lmadv
, Ladv

Table 3: Quantitative comparisons to study the effect of various components of LARNet and the
effects of different loss terms on NTU-RGB+D dataset.
Approach
LARNet1−hot
LARNetGloVe [43]
LARNetBERT [16]

PSNR ↑

SSIM ↑

FID ↓

FVD ↓

27.11
27.40
27.36

0.93
0.94
0.94

168.34
165.53
161.33

14.09
13.34
13.67

Table 4: Comparison of using different encodings for the action labels from NTU-RGB+D dataset in
our LARNet model. LARNet1−hot uses only one-hot encoding for the labels. LARNetGloVe uses the
GloVe-300 text encoding for labels. LARNetBERT uses the BERT [16] text encoding for labels.

(BaseNet-2). Finally, we add a loss on the generated action representation for explicit modeling (LARNet-Base). The comparison is shown in Table 3 and we can observe that adding
explicit supervision outperforms both the variants in all metrics.
Effectiveness of Hierarchical Motion Integration To study the effect of hierarchical recurrent motion integrator MI on LARNet, we experimented with two different hierarchies on
top of LARNet-base model. LARNet-MI-1 refers to recurrent motion integrator with single
hierarchy and LARNet-MI-3 refers to a recurrent hierarchical motion integrator with three
levels. A comparison of these two models is shown in Table 3. We observe that adding
a three level motion integrator improves the PSNR and SSIM values as it focuses on both
coarse level as well as fine level action dynamics.

Figure 6: Per class FVD, FID, PSNR and SSIM analysis on the NTU-RGB+D dataset. The left axis
represents FVD, FID and PSNR scores while the right axis represents the SSIM scores per class.
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Influence of Loss Functions To further demonstrate the effect of different loss functions
v ) for synthesized video.
we add a normal adversarial loss on LARNet-MI-3 model (+Ladv
v
m
Next, we add an adversarial loss (+[Ladv , Ladv ]) on generated motion dynamics. And finally,
v
m ]) instead of normal adversarial loss on the genwe use a mix-adversarial loss (+[Lmadv
, Ladv
erated video. A comparison of these loss functions is shown in Table 3. We observe that
the adversarial loss terms improves FID and FVD scores, which are indicators of realism in
the videos. Further, we also observe that the proposed mix-adversarial loss outperforms the
classical adversarial loss in all four evaluation metrics.
Effectiveness of different label encoding The effect of changing the label encoding on
LARNet is shown in Table 4, where we compare among using one-hot encoding, word encoding from GloVe-300 [43] and word encoding from BERT [16] models. We observe that
the word encoding performs better than simple one-hot encoding in all metrics. While BERT
encoding has better FID score, it performs slightly worse in FVD and PSNR metrics.

4.3

Analysis and Discussion

The proposed model generates video conditioned on the action type and to illustrate its effectiveness we use the same actor to synthesize different actions. In Figure 3 (row 2), we
have shown two different generated videos using the same actor. We can observe that the
action is distinctly visible in all the generated videos which demonstrates the capability of
LARNet to synthesize diverse action videos.
Per Class Analysis We observe the per class quantitative performance on NTU-RGB+D
dataset in Figure 6. It is observed that classes with lower FVD and FID scores (lower is
better) also have higher PSNR and SSIM scores (higher is better), showing a correlation of
improved performance across the metrics for those classes.
Limitations and Challenges Video synthesis has been challenging as it needs an understanding of the action dynamics. Despite the recent efforts, the problem of video synthesis is
still far from being solved. The proposed approach successfully generates videos with visible actions, however, modelling complex actions remains a challenge. Using significantly
high computational resources have shown great improvement in this task by using large scale
TPUs [12, 59]. Our training was limited to a single 24Gb GPU which we believe will scale
well with the availability of higher computational resources.

5

Conclusion

In this work, we present a novel approach for generating human actions from an input image.
The proposed framework predicts human actions conditioned on action semantics and utilizes a generative mechanism which estimates latent action representation. The latent action
representation is explicitly learned with the help of a similarity and adversarial loss formulation. This learned latent representation is then used to generate an action video which is
optimized using multiple objectives, including a novel mix-adversarial loss. We perform
extensive experiments on multiple human action datasets demonstrating the effectiveness of
various components of the proposed approach.
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